ASUS ROG Chakram Wireless Aura Sync RGB Gaming Mouse Optical
Sensor 16000 DPI Review-2021

Tri-mode connectivity includes dual-wireless 2. 4GHz and Bluetooth(BLE), plus wired USB
Industry-leading 16000 dpi, 400 ips optical sensor, plus 1000 Hz polling rate support in 2. 4GHz and
wired mode
Programmable, removable joystick allows personalized settings and superior in-game control
Fast charge for 15 minutes by wire for up to 12 hours of gameplay, or use Qi technology for wireless
charging
Screw-less magnetic buttons and cover, ROG exclusive push-fit switch socket design and
customizable badge for effortless DIYROG Chakram
RGB wireless gaming mouse with Qi charging, programmable joystick, tri-mode connectivity
(wired/2.4GHz/Bluetooth), advanced 16000 dpi sensor, screw-less magnetic design, and Aura Sync
lighting
Tri-mode connectivity includes dual-wireless 2.4GHz and Bluetooth(BLE), plus wired USB
16000 dpi, 400 ips optical sensor, plus 1000 Hz polling rate support in 2.4GHz and wired mode
Programmable, removable joystick allows personalized settings and superior in-game control
Fast charge for 15 minutes by wire for up to 12 hours of gameplay, or use Qi technology for wireless
charging
Screw-less magnetic buttons and cover, ROG exclusive push-fit switch socket design and
customizable badge for effortless DIY
Pivoted button mechanism offers rapid response and accurate performance with a clean, tactile feel
DPI On-The-Scroll manipulation for effortless accuracy adjustments
Armoury II interface enables intuitive adjustment of joystick, button, performance or light settings
OPTIMIZED TRI-MODE CONNECTIVITY
Connect ROG Chakram any way you desire, with dual-wireless 2.4GHz and Bluetooth LE, plus
wired USB connectivity all on tap. Bond instantly via the included 1ms 2.4GHz USB dongle,
maximize battery life with Bluetooth LE or attach anytime with a cable â€“ the choice is yours.
ULTRA PERFORMANCE
ROG Chakram is equipped with a high-end optical gaming sensor to deliver the accuracy and speed
you need. Its 100 to 16,000 dpi sensor tracks movements flawlessly up to an outstanding speed of
400 inches per second (IPS) at up to 40 g acceleration. You'll also enjoy lag-free responsiveness
with a 1,000 Hz polling rate in both 2.4GHz and wired mode for ultrasmooth gaming experiences.
EASY DIY
ROG Chakram is loaded with easy DIY features, from its screw-less magnetic buttons and cover to
exclusive push-fit switch sockets and customizable badge, providing loads of freedom to make
Chakram your own.
Analog Mode
When you set ROG Chakram's joystick to Analog Mode it simulates a real analog stick or joypad
thumb stick, making it ideal for flight sims and racing game, empowering you to climb, dive , drift,
pan the view â€“ or any analog control.
Digital Mode
For first-person-shooter (FPS) or battle-royale arena commands, ROG Chakram's joystick can go
digital, providing four programmable directions. Just push to reload, switch weapons, tilt, talk,
summon a map, scroll web pages or practically any action imaginable â€“ in games or beyond.
Customizable Joystick
We've included both a long and a short joystick to match different hand shapes and play styles. For
times when the stick isn't needed, then whip it off and fit the included socket covers for a flush finish.
Analog Mode
Digital Mode
Customization
Fast Charging
Use ROG Chakram's USB Type-C input for up to 12 hours of gameplay from just a 15-minute fast
charge.

Qi Charging
Charge ROG Chakram wirelessly with an Qi-compatible charging surface, such as ROG Balteus Qi
â€“ our awesome companion RGB gaming mouse pad.
Exceptional Battery Life
ROG Chakram offers exceptional battery life, providing up to 79 hours gameplay when connected
via 2.4GHz RF â€“ powering your play for days or even weeks of real-world use. Review 2021,
feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison,
cheap, cheapest, value for money.

